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Abstract.  Management of the whole product lifecycle is a major stake that most 

companies have now integrated into their strategies. Research works have been 

focused on this asset but mainly for mechanical products. In previous work pro-

poses a knowledge modelling approach in a mechanical context, centred on expert 

users’ collaboration. In this paper, we worked with an aeronautical company in 

charge of electrical maintenance. Its objective was to improve its business pro-

cesses, from design phase to production phase, by developing a new PLM system, 

integrated to its electrical CAD software. Our research aim is to evaluate the ge-

nericity of previous knowledge modelling approach in this electrical context. We 

propose then an integrated knowledge model based on three dimensions: (electric) 

product modelling, (aeronautics retrofitting) process/project modelling and organ-

ization/collaboration modelling. We show how this model identifies generic vs 

expert knowledge and how ‘business rules’ can be defined to support collabora-

tion and to reduce time of development process. Finally, we propose a global PLM 

system and we detail the impact on the collaborations and on the whole ‘product’ 

lifecycle. This PLM system is actually developed by an electrical CAD editor, en-

suring the integration between CAD data and PLM database. We conclude on fu-

ture work extending this first PLM system: a generic problem-solving approach 

for capitalizing and reusing knowledge then an augmented reality environment for 

using PLM product data during installation phase. 

Keywords:  PLM System, Knowledge Modelling, Collaborative Life Cycle Man-

agement, Knowledge Reuse 
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1 Introduction 

Manufacturing industries and product development process have strongly evolved 

for almost twenty years. Many approaches, methods and tools have been imple-

mented to improve the performance of design projects. These approaches and 

methods can be focused, for example, on multidisciplinary design teams’ coordi-

nation [1], concurrent engineering [2], or products complexity management [3]. 

One of the key success factors is the efficiency of collaboration between team 

members and the relevancy of available design support environments [4]. “To sur-

vive in global competitive markets, says [5], the Product Lifecycle Management 

(PLM) is an emerging philosophy to improve strategic engineering for managing 

information, processes and resources to support the life cycle of a product”. 

Actual trends for the industry 4.0 focus on collaborative companies that design, 

manufacture, produce and deliver complex products and services. Such large 

companies use generally PLM systems [6] but need to be supported by more rele-

vant knowledge-centred information systems designed for the different phases of 

the product life-cycle. Therefore, major PLM challenges are based at least on the 

following key axes [7]: 

 an efficient and effective access to the right information, for every stakeholder 

involved in product development projects, everywhere in the world and when 

he/she requires this access; 

 the definition of an effective information management strategy coupled with a 

knowledge modelling approach to support the activities of each actor, accord-

ing to his/her business profile. 

In this context, knowledge modelling may be studied through several view-

points: the modelling of adequate product knowledge, the reengineering of the 

product development process and the coordination of design-manufacture-

maintenance activities as part of the product lifecycle management [8]. 

By knowledge modelling, it is referred to explicit and implicit knowledge as 

mentioned in [9] with the aim of structuring knowledge and of proposing a sup-

port for team’s communication and traceability, through a new generation of PLM 

system. 

In this paper, we study how knowledge modelling helps in defining solutions 

that will be implemented into a PLM system, allowing the company to become a 

collaborative company through the whole product lifecycle and to be more com-

petitive. In section 2 we introduce the case study and describe the initial situation 

of the company and its main process for a specific business activity. Section 3 de-

scribes the proposed integrated knowledge model and we show how collaboration 

between actors is fostered by using the structured knowledge model. Finally, we 

discuss our proposal and introduce future work that will introduce augmented real-

ity in the production phase of the product life-cycle. 
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2 Case study 

Our case study has been implemented throughout the 2π-MCO project (PPIMCO: 

Productivité des PME en Ingénierie électrique pour une Maintenance et une Con-

ception Optimisées / Productivity of SMEs in Electrical Engineering for Opti-

mised Design and Maintenance). This project (2013-2016) was funded by French 

agency BPI France and the Aquitaine Region, and received Aerospace Valley 

competitivity pole support. The project leader was an editor of electrical CAD so-

lutions, and the consortium was composed of two “user companies”, two research 

laboratories, two education partners and one “e-learning” company. 

2.1 Airplane retrofit case study 

The 2π-MCO project aims to implement prototype tools and methods for increas-

ing the productivity of SMEs and Midsize Business companies working in the 

field of automation and wiring either in maintenance or design (retrofitting). It 

helps them to remain competitive by reducing design time studies and reducing er-

rors in information transmission. 

For that, we focused on industrial processes improvement and capitalizing 

know-how. First analysis lead to work on: 

 Reliable deliverables. 

 Greater collaboration between businesses: design, manufacture, installation, 

testing, documentation, by lower information redundancy; controls automation 

and document generation; the centralized and shared access to information, etc. 

 Implementation of a new PLM environment suitable for this type of business. 

The studied company, that we will name “Airplane retrofit” company, is spe-

cialist of airplanes maintenance. Its market corresponds to airplanes used for pub-

lic activities (commercial flights, scientific/public missions or governmental 

flights). Its main business activities can be divided into two main activities: direct 

maintenance tasks, or complete airplane retrofitting that implies to redesign inter-

nal infrastructures and equipment then install them into the planes. The case study 

is based on the retrofit activity so we consider the redesigned infrastructure and 

equipment as the “product” and their installation (assembly) as the production 

phase. 

ESTIA was mandated to support this company to highlight its needs and rec-

ommend models, features and software MMI (Man/Machine Interface) proposals, 

which will be implemented via a new PLM tool. This development will be provid-

ed by the software editor, already a supplier of CAD wiring solution. 
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2.2 Airplane retrofit business process 

Our approach relied in this case study on interviews and observations. We met 

several actors to be able to analyse all phases of the product life-cycle. We aim to 

define with them what were their activities, what kind of information they need, 

they produce and they send and finally what tools do they use. 

As shown on the diagram below, the product development process of an air-

plane retrofit can be split into four phases: Customer Specifications, Preliminary 

Design, Detailed Design and Manufacture before Assembly. A fifth phase that we 

call the installation/production phase corresponds to all the operations of disas-

sembly of old equipment and assembly of new ones into the airplane. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The studied collaborative product development process 

During all phases, several expert actors are involved and need to work together, 

collaboratively and simultaneously, for a successful outcome of the business 

agreement with the shortest time. The Program Leader oversees the ongoing pro-

ject and validates technical design choices with the customer. He is the interface 

between customer and technical teams. The Electrical Engineering Office per-

forms four types of plans during the entire process to answer to customer specifi-

cations, from the most general to the most detailed (Layout Diagram, Block Dia-

gram, Schematic Diagram, Wiring Diagram). Each diagram and document is 

evaluated then published: the Configuration Management team retrieves these 

plans and documents, checks the parent-child links to validate the product struc-

ture and makes them available to other teams. The Kitting team oversees two doc-

uments (Preliminary Equipment List and Kit List) built by using product structure 

and makes the connection with the Purchase Service. Routing team retrieves the 

plans made by the Electrical Engineering Office, designs pathways and calculates 
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the lengths of cables that will be installed on the aircraft. Its work is also used by 

the Kitting. Finally, the Wiring Backshop manufactures cables and pre-assembles 

equipment for later assembly operations in the aircraft, during the production 

phase. 

 

The whole process is strongly collaborative, nevertheless, there is no collaborative 

tool for managing all data produced. The Electrical Engineering Office uses a wir-

ing CAD system for design. The Configuration Management team uses a specific 

product structure manager tool. Validated diagrams from the CAD system are 

stored into a specific database to be viewed by Purchase Service and Production 

Department through the company ERP tool (SAP®). Other teams use Excel® files 

to work and to exchange with other teams.  

Our challenge is to propose models then tools that will improve collaboration 

between all actors involved during the whole product life-cycle for the retrofit ac-

tivity. We propose in the next section a multi-expert knowledge model that will be 

used to specify the future PLM system. 

3 An integrated model for sharing experts’ knowledge 

In this situation of airplane retrofit, a structured and integrated knowledge model 

must: 

 manage product maturity from the definition of a business agreement to the as-

sembly of defined furniture into the airplane; 

 manage collaboration, i.e. data exchanges and coherence, and activities’ syn-

chronisation between expert actors; 

 support knowledge management between different projects to be able to re-use 

experience; 

 support knowledge sharing between different phases of product lifecycle, ac-

cording to industry 4.0 approach. 

In previous work, [10], [8] [11], we proposed to integrate three different di-

mensions, product, process and organisation/collaboration, to structure an inte-

grated knowledge model, called the PPO model. The objective of integrating such 

three dimensions is to support the management of the expert know-how during 

product development process and to enable the efficient coordination of product 

lifecycle. This knowledge model was studied in a mechanical context but this 

work had similar objectives with the airplane retrofit case study. 
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3.1 Product modelling 

Product knowledge is a major issue, generally based on a breakdown into several 

levels of abstraction such as in the FBS model (Function-Behaviour-Structure) 

proposed by [12]. It must support the possibility for design experts to define spe-

cific concepts and to share them in a simple way. But it must support also the 

management of product maturity in order that other expert actors may use the rel-

evant information for their own activities. 

In this specific domain of electrical engineering for aeronautics, the ‘product’ 

has not the same meaning as in mechanics. The product is a set of technical ele-

ments (wires, connectors, electrical systems, etc. but also assembled or bought 

systems), linked together. They are defined through several sets of drawings cor-

responding at different levels of maturity of the design process. For example, an 

assembled system may be a furniture, containing different bought systems con-

nected with wires, connectors, etc. A bought system can be a power supply sys-

tem, a routing system, a television or a phone.  

We must consider this very specific aspect of electrical design: a technical ele-

ment cannot be defined on a single drawing. One drawing will define several ele-

ments with heir connecting characteristics and an element is defined through sev-

eral drawings. This set of elements and systems corresponds to a graph structure, 

and its complexity is very high due to their numerous occurrence: several thou-

sands of items. To control this complexity actors generate different kind of dia-

grams but the validation is mainly manual for different experts. The knowledge 

model to be proposed must allow more automated control by integrating 

knowledge rules from experts. 

As we can see in figure 2, product knowledge is then structured into the prod-

uct dimension by two main concepts that are generic for all experts: the ‘docu-

ment’ concept and the ‘functional component’ concept. As in [13], a PLM system 

manages product data and related documents even if some PLM systems are doc-

ument-based systems, and others are clearly product structure-centred. A PLM 

dedicated to electrical engineering clearly needs to integrate both concepts to fa-

cilitate the management of data by the experts. The ‘functional component’ is al-

ways associated to a ‘part’ which represents its physical instantiation through a 

unique identification number. As a system, a ‘functional component’ can be self-

decomposed. It is always ‘connected’ to other ‘functional components’. 

The ‘Diagram’ is the generic document designed or used by all experts, that 

can be decomposed into himself to detail the solutions, and that is associated to 

other ‘diagrams’ to manage the evolution of the solution according to FBS ap-

proach. Thus, an implemented diagram can be a layout diagram, then a block dia-

gram, a schematic diagram, and finally a wiring diagram, according to the design 

progress from first customer specifications analysis to detailed design phase.  

As many PLM systems [14], previous concepts are managed using ‘lifecycle’ 

concepts to control their maturity level. This is not represented in figure 1. 
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Fig. 2. An integrated knowledge model for electrical engineering in aeronautics 

Then several expert concepts have been defined to enrich generic concepts. For 

example: 

 ‘Kitting’ experts will define how a ‘functional component’ will be furnished 

using a ‘supply type’ concept.  

 ‘Routing’ experts need a ‘cable’ concept to define the characteristics of the 

wires (sub-concept of the ‘functional component’ concept) that have been iden-

tified by electrical designers. 

 ‘Kitting’ experts then add the manufacturing characteristics of this specific 

kind of ‘functional component’/‘part’, then define the ‘cable reel’ i.e. the initial 

raw material used for producing the required ‘cables’.  

 Then ‘Wiring backshop’ experts generate ‘cutting program’ which is a specific 

‘document’ that allows to produce all ‘cables’ from the ‘cable reel’. 

 These concepts are used again by the ‘kitting’ experts to prepare the ‘cable 

reel’ purchase by defining a ‘supply scheduling’ concept. 
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Such product dimension allows the different experts to achieve their specific 

business activities by formalising expert knowledge and sharing it throughout few 

shared concepts. 

3.2 Process and organisation/collaboration modelling 

The process dimension is generally associated to project management concepts by 

characterising activity sequences [15]. In the case study, and due to the low ma-

turity of the company, we have focused on the project structuring without imple-

menting a formal process dimension. The project is then modelled through the 

‘business agreement’ concept, and is decomposed into ‘airplane system’ concept 

which corresponds to a standard decomposition of an airplane into sub-systems 

impacted by customer specifications. Then each ‘airplane system’ is divided into 

‘MOD’ concept which corresponds to a set of functional MODifications, accord-

ing to customer specifications. This decomposition helps managing human re-

sources by allocating experts (‘team’ concept) to specific ‘MODs’. It helps also 

experts to search information by filtering on a single ‘MOD’. 

 

The organisation dimension must allow defining the different stakeholders and 

their expertise and facilitate collaboration between them all along the product 

lifecycle, as studied by [16]. Main concept is then ‘user profile’, which character-

izes the different experts, their skills and their access rights to product information 

according to the phases of the ‘product lifecycle’, the status of product data and 

the ‘MODs’ they have in charge.  

The aim of the proposed model is to improve the collective performance of the 

whole lifecycle. In the product dimension, we already formalise expert knowledge 

but we only consider knowledge corresponding to information produced by an ex-

pert. In order to improve collaboration, we propose now to formalise also rules 

and methods that can be captured from expert experience and that will automate 

activities with low added-value. We define an ‘expert rule’ concept that will for-

malise links between generic and expert concepts from product, project and organ-

isation dimensions. A ‘business rule’ is used to detect specific and predefined 

events such as a change of maturity level of a ‘document’ and/or a ‘functional 

component’ then to start impacting actions to relevant experts. These events are 

described through a ‘notification’ action.  

For example, when a schematic ‘diagram’ reaches the state “Released”, a spe-

cific ‘business rule’ is activated first. Second the expert/’user’ associated to the 

document is identified: here the ‘kitting’ user. Third it sends a notification to the 

‘kitting’ user to inform that the document is available. Finally, the ‘kitting’ user 

edits the Preliminary Kit List and achieves its activities. This example is the most 

common way of using ‘business rules’. 

More generally, the ‘business rules’ mechanism allows automating the com-

munication flows and the impacts of the solution maturity evolution for the differ-
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ent experts, as already studied in [17]. Some rules require additional concepts to 

manage more complex links such as in figure 1 an electronic part with a specific 

‘compatibility’ rule. 

4 Towards an electrical engineering PLM system 

4.1 PLM implementation 

Actually, the PLM system is under development. Both architecture and business 

oriented Man-Machine Interfaces are defined. Generic and expert concepts are 

implemented. Automated business rules are implemented through the definition of 

new functions and they are integrated to existing functions in a transparent way: 

for example for automated evolution controls, coherency evaluation or impact 

evaluation. The implemented architecture is described in figure 3 and proposes an 

access through the CAD system (functions in white boxes) or through a Web-

based interface (grey boxes). White-to-grey boxes designate functions that are 

available on both interfaces. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Architecture of the implemented electrical PLM system 

CAD interface is built for electrical design department, wiring and kitting 

whom tasks require a direct use of electrical diagrams. Web-based interface is 

dedicated to collaboration and proposes a dashboard customised for each expert 

profile. Standard viewer function, versioning and maturity management functions 

are implemented. Expert functions are available, as for example extraction of 

manufacturing diagrams by ‘wiring backshop’ experts. Specific standards man-

agement (e.g. libraries) and other business rules are also implemented. 
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Figure 4 shows the integration of a new PLM function into the CAD system: on 

the top-right of the figure, four tabs correspond to the four types of diagram. For 

each tab, the different functions are listed below. Finally, on the bottom-right are 

indicated tasks depending on the context: here the expert (designer) has the possi-

bility to change the maturity of the schematic diagram from ‘work in progress’ to 

‘frozen’. A specific business rule will then send a message to configuration man-

agement expert for diagram evaluation. 

 

 

Fig. 4. CAD interface proposal for integrating Diagram generation and evolution 

Web-based interface integrates a dashboard of the configuration management 

expert, where previous message is active. This interface integrates notifications, 

global overview of projects progress and available functions. 

4.2 Synthesis 

This integrated model provides the core data for developing a new PLM system, 

coupled with the used electrical CAD system. Product dimension allows managing 

generic product data and documents, controlling their evolution and the users’ ac-

cess. Expert data extends PLM functions by defining specific business data and 

associating it to generic product data. 

This mechanism supports the definition of automated and parametric ‘business 

rules’, defined in the organisation/collaboration dimension. Rules are based on 

links analysis and cross-referencing between several types of data. Such rules in-

troduce automated communication between experts and flexibility to the system. It 
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improves collaboration between experts in a pro-active way by anticipating the 

expert tasks during the whole development process. 

A generic retrofit project generates several thousands of wires and connectors. 

The coherency of the design, the liability of the solutions and the adequacy with 

customer specifications were made manually by different experts. Therefore, less 

errors and reduced development process time are expected with the implementa-

tion of the proposed knowledge model. 

Nevertheless the complete system still has be evaluated in real situations. Actu-

ally, functions integrated to the CAD system have been recently delivered to the 

company. First results show that all expert rules associated to automated controls 

generates a qualitative time saving but no quantitative or qualitative study is avail-

able. PLM Web interface is still not implemented into the company. 

4.3 Future work 

In this paper we have stated on the first results of our research. Proposing an in-

tegrated knowledge model then implementing it through a new PLM system dedi-

cated to electrical engineering builds a strong basis for further research advances.  

First work axis relies on the integration of knowledge capitalisation and re-use 

mechanisms (e.g. experience feedback [18], [19]). One of the most performant 

methods to implement industrial experience feedback is based on the instrumenta-

tion of problem solving methodologies to formalize experiences in the knowledge 

base [20]. Experience feedback is a useful tool which fits perfectly with the con-

tinuous improvement programs implemented in almost all the industrial compa-

nies. Indeed, it allows to identify progression tracks by analysing past experiences 

and to propagate the benefits to similar situations. In a future paper we will pro-

pose how project experience can be modelled, implemented and re-used. 

We also focused on the product development phases and we do not consider the 

final phase of installation/production. We have to consider first that the develop-

ment phases, from the design to the preparation of all components to be assem-

bled, is done without the physical plane. Everything must be ready when the air-

plane comes to be retrofitted. Operators often discover the real situation of the 

plane at this moment and modifications are required on the design, and on the fur-

niture. The evaluation of the plane situation by the operators is a long and manual 

phase that can be improved and time-reduced. Moreover, when operators assemble 

on the plane the new systems, they spend a lot of time to identify the different lo-

cations where the systems, wires, connectors… have to be installed. They can be 

helped to do these tasks better. Since middle 90’, such pre-industrial systems 

where develop, introducing augmented reality technology on them [21] [22.] [23], 

but technological environment was not ready. Today it is, and new projects, like 

SUMATRA project, started in 2016 with same CAD editor, can help improving 

operators’ tasks. The aim of this project is to support industrial maintenance oper-

ators in their work around three main principles; having contextual information 
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from multiple Information Systems, visualise and manipulate them thanks to mod-

ern technologies like augmented reality, and be able to interact with a remote ex-

pert thanks to NICT. 

Our work will be to adapt such techniques to “mobile terminals” in order to 

have a new way of interacting and to visualise both the “real view” of the opera-

tors, looking at specific elements and systems directly in the plane, and the “virtu-

al view” of the corresponding elements and systems as known by the PLM system. 

This work will completely integrate the production phase as an operational phase 

of the product lifecycle management strategy of the company. Moreover, it applies 

several technologies and methods fostered by Industry 4.0 approach to transform 

step by step the studied company towards a more digital company. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper we study how knowledge modelling and computer-supported collab-

oration participate to the industry 4.0. Our work is based on aeronautical context, 

for electrical companies. We have proposed an integrated knowledge model com-

posed of three dimensions: product modelling, project modelling and organiza-

tion/collaboration modelling. We identify generic and expert knowledge and au-

tomated mechanisms modelled through ‘business rules’ in order to support pro-

active collaboration. This model is actually used by the CAD editor to implement 

its corresponding PLM systems. We will be involved in the experiments. Further 

work will concern the generalisation of such model to be applicable in non-

aeronautical contexts. 
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